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SECTION A (1 MARK) 

1. Give one relief available to a consumer who suffers due to consumption of an expired date
machine.
2. Asian Paints is an example of .............. .. 
3. Which does affect the value of a company
a) Capital cost, b) Market price of shares, c) both a & b, d) None of these

�i- In case you try to exercise control over everything, you fail to control none. {True or false & 
� ,Justify your answers)

5. Higher working capital usually result in
a) Higher current ratio, higher risk & higher profits b) Lower current ratio & higher risk & profitsc)
Higher equity, lower risk & lower profits d) Lower equity, lower risk & higher profits.
6. Autocratic leadership style does yield the advantage of high morale {True or false & justify your
answers)
7. Introducing employees to the organization is called ................. . 
8. How effective management is possible through delegation of authority?
9. Give two examples of external premises of planning.
10. What is demonetisation 7
11. State one violating effect of principle of management- unity of direction.
-12.The job of ............ level is complex and stressful. 
13.Clarify EBIT-EPS analysis.
14 .............. is used as a supplement of _advertisement? 

l �ii.Moosa bought a packet of chips fr�m a local shopkeeper and found that the ingredients given
on the label were not legible. He complained about it to the company. The company sent a
written apology stating that they will make sure that existing packets are withdrawn from the
market and new pack�ts with legible labels are soon made available. State the consumer right
which Moosa exercised.
16.Sika Ltd., a reputed industrial machines manufacturer, needs Rupees twenty crore� as

additional capital to expand the business. Mr. Amit Joshi, the Chief Exec·utive Officer {CEO) of the
company wants to raise funds through equity. The Finance Manager, Mr. Narinder Singh,
suggested that the shares may be sold to investing public through intermediaries, as the same will
be less expensive. Name the method through which the company decided to raise additional
capital.
17 .. ldentify the type of recruitment in the following case:-ln a cotton cloth manufacturing

company the productivity has declined during last couple of years. When the senior management
















